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Paediatrics means the age group 0-18 years. This distinction in medicine is widely justified, being the human body growing and maturing roughly up to this age. Growing tissues are more sensible to the mutagen effect of ionizing radiation; this is why children and adolescents are much more sensible to radiation damage than adults. Using the actual system of risk estimate, the risk of having a solid tumour after exposure is about 3 times higher for a 1-year-old child and 1.8 times higher for a 10 years-old child in respect to an adult. Females are moreover charged of a 50% increase in relative risk. [ICRP 103]. Children then definitely require the maximum attention in balancing exposure against the benefit expected from the diagnostic procedure, i.e. the clinical information get. The exposure in NM is directly related to the administered activity of the radiopharmaceutical (RPh); so, for calculating paediatric activities, the Paediatric and Dosimetry Committees of the EANM set out the EANM paediatric dosage card, last updated in 2014. [http://www.eanm.org/publications/dosage_calculator.php?navId=285].

Beyond administering low and, when possible, lower activities, there are other synergic, safe and simple ways for further reducing the radiation burden: to stimulate RPh elimination by generously drinking and frequently voiding and changing the diapers; by standardization of low-dose CT protocols in SPET/CT and PET/CT imaging1, by exploring the possibilities offered by improvements of hardware and software, where enhanced planar processing3 and iterative reconstruction with resolution recovery4 seem the most promising tools.

Take-Home Messages

The process of dose optimization and reduction, namely in Paediatric Nuclear Medicine, is a comprehensive one; practical approach to dose reduction implies then:

• To be compliant with the individual justification process, and perform only studies able to change the clinical management, especially dealing with benign diseases;
• To use basically the activities calculated according the EANM Paediatric dosage card;
• To stimulate the elimination of RPh by urine or stools;
• To carefully evaluate the impact of newer hardware/software technologies.
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